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Abstract 
Four wave mixing (FWM) is one of the non linear optical phenomena in optical fibre, in the presence of high optical field. Even 
though FWM has negative impact towards dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) system, nevertheless, this 
phenomenon is also one of the alternative resources in deriving new signals to be adapted in the current and future 
telecommunication network. The main objective of this research is to study the generation FWM through photonic crystal fibre 
(PCF) at telecommunication operating wavelength. It covers the structure and manipulation of instrument’s configuration to 
generate FWM through PCF, by applying Fibre Ring Laser (FRL) approach. However, the PCF has zero dispersion at 1040 nm, 
while the range of signals is around 1550 nm. A system which combines FRL locked with few units of fibre Bragg grating (FBG) 
and a PCF are used to facilitate the generation of the harmonic signals. Suitable FBGs specifications were identified to match 
with the output spectrum. Experiments were performed to further analyse the dynamics in generating FWM, including the 
generated wavelength formations. The results obtained, shows that the agreement between theory and experiments results on 
positions of multi wavelengths signal due to FWM is 0.3 % on average with expanded uncertainty of 4.9 % at k=2. 
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1. Introduction  
Today, multi wavelength generation is one of important applications to suite the vast progress in 
telecommunication demands. Elevation of demands also emerge from other sectors such as sensor technology, 
optoelectronic, wavelength division multiplexed fibre communication systems, fibre sensors and optical 
instrumentations. Various methods are established to generate multi wavelength system such as, Mach Zender 
interferometer [1], multimode fibre as a spatial mode beating fibre [2] and frequency shifter [3]. These methods 
implement multi signals pumped into a system to further enhance technique in a more economically system, for 
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example by exploiting highly non linear substance such as non linear fibre loop mirror [4], non linear polarisation 
rotation [5] and injection of Brillouin pump [1]. 
Interactions of multi wavelengths in a fibre or wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) simultaneously will 
create noise due to generation of new signals; a phenomenon known as four wave mixing (FWM). Positively 
through innovation, this phenomenon does contribute towards improvements such as multi wavelength laser or 
signals and also as wavelength converter [6]. This paper introduced a new approach in generation of multi 
wavelength signals essentially utilising fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs) and a photonic crystal fibre (PCF) which has 
zero dispersion at 1040 nm. The inclusion of erbium doped fibre which has the reliability and performance proven, 
acts as catalyst in the development of amplification on sources in multichannel fibre communications, sensors, 
telecommunication industries and research communities [10-11]. As per our knowledge, most experiments were 
done within or near zero dispersion region fibres. This approach was totally defiant from the experimental works 
done previously. FWM can also be formulated by incorporating through four wave mixing fibre [6] and also PCF [7, 
8] in circulation cavity. Both techniques are exploiting non linear effect in generation of four wave mixing event.  
2. Theory 
In principle, FWM is realised when two or more frequencies of light propagate through nonlinear medium in 
presence of phase matching [6]. In this event, light is generated at new frequencies through the conversion of optical 
power from the original signal wavelengths. FWM occurrence can also be explained when photons from one or 
more waves are annihilated and new photons are created. These photons, although created at different frequencies, 
still converse the net energy and momentum [6]. When light at different frequencies with sufficient power are 
pumped in an optical system simultaneously, these light intensities are affected and therefore have linear relation 
between both parameters; power and light intensity [12, 13, 14, 15].  The efficiency of FWM generation is related 
towards power pumped in an optical system to enhance light intensity of the phenomenon in unit mW or dBm [16]. 
An equation (1) was established by Hill et al. (1978) to explicate efficiency of the phenomenon based on fibre optic 
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where,  
Ș is the efficiency of FWM 
Pijk is the optical power output from the optical fibre 
Leff is the effective length of PCF  
D is nondegenerate factor  
n is refractive index 
Ȝ is wavelength 
c is light velocity 
Aeff is the effective cross sectional of PCF 
Ȥ is the third order of nonlinear susceptibility 
Į is the attenuation 
p1, p2, p3 are powers of optical input respectively 
 
Equation (1) shows that the non linear phenomenon is influenced by incremental of input power. Whilst, 
parameters such as frequency inputs, high velocity and high intensity do inclined the phenomenon visibility. Minor 
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factors contributing towards this phenomenon are core area of fibre optic and fibre length. This is due to physical 
structure which stimulates the criteria of frequencies speed, transmission and internal reflection.  
3. Experiment 
Formulation of FWM is based on the experimental fibre ring laser set-up which consists of 11m erbium doped 
fibre (EDF) as part of amplifier set-up with a single 980nm forward pump, optical isolator and 980/1550nm WDM 
coupler. In the enclosure cavity, a circulator, 20 m long of PCF and a set of three apodised FBGs with different 
characteristics are well positioned. These sets of FBGs; FBG A, FBG B and FBG C, have central wavelengths of 
1532.89nm (ȜA), 1530.47nm (ȜB) and 1535.04nm (ȜC) and reflectivity’s of 88.4%, 89.9% and 92.4% respectively.  
 
Fig.1 The position of PCF and FBGs in cavity. These FBGs are arranged in sequence based on reflectivity. 
 
Identification of homogeneous gain effect of an erbium doped fibre ampflier (EDFA) spectrum output was 
performed. We first tested the performance of EDFA and the result is then compared with the performance of EDFA 
with inclusion of PCF. The experiment was performed based on Fig.1, without inclusion of FBGs. The outputs of 
the spectrums are captured by an Optical Spectrum Analyser (OSA) with a resolution of 0.05nm as shown in Fig 2 
and 3 respectively. Fig.2 and Fig.3 show that the optical power spectrum dropped in effect of substantial impairment 
of power in difference transmission window generated in the oscillation and zero dispersion of PCF. In surmount of 
power loss, high power pumped into the oscillation is essential in generating FWM [18, 19] and inclusion of 
cascaded sequential FBGs in generating multi wavelength signals.  
The next stage is to identify suitable characteristics of FBG to be positioned at exit 2 of the circulator. The 
arrangement of FBGs is positioned by taking the advantage of its unique characteristics especially on reflectivity 
towards formation of multi wavelengths surmount of power loss at earlier stage. This set up and combination aim to 
exploit the use of laser power pumped into the cavity, thus minimise loss of power during oscillation. The use of 
FBG is to reflect respected peak wavelength and transmit non required wavelengths. The high reflectivity of 
respected FBG simultaneously generates high output power. When high power laser is pumped into the oscillation, 
it generates outstanding homogeneous gain broadening which stimulates FWM development in a control room 
condition. As a result, we determined that FBG characteristic is essential to formulate the FWM for multi 
wavelength generation. The combinations process of FBGs is merely based on the spectrum output gain and it has to 
be positioned at the output gain to stimulate FWM phenomenon.  
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4. Results and Discussion 
The most important factor for this phenomenon is the positioning of these FBGs at maximum and broad output of 
the spectrum. As consequence, the power or energy pumped into the cavity is able to generate multi wavelength 
signals based on the FBG characteristic shown in Fig. 4. Hence, the spectrum provides details of the signal 
wavelengths reflected by FBGs, which are cascaded based on reflectivity in optimising power pumped into the 
oscillation. Simultaneously, an impactful synergises in amplifications of signals at new frequencies via the transfer 
of power or energy from the original signals is formulated by the FBGs as shown in Fig.5. The presence of PCF has 
excited FWM phenomenon and therefore the mode competition is suppressed effectively. As a result, new 
wavelengths appear in the spectrum as shown in Fig.5 in effect of FWM utilising FBGs and PCF. The arrangement 
of the FBGs by taking the advantage of its unique reflectivity characteristic, proved its capability for producing 
multi wavelength signals. This combination aim to exploit the use of laser power pumped into the cavity, thus 
minimise loss of power during oscillation.  
 
 
Fig. 2 Spectrum of EDF output 
 
Fig.3 Spectrum of EDF inclusion PCF 
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Fig.4 Spectrum output of multi wavelength generation in utilising FBGs 
 
Fig.5 Spectrum output of multi wavelength generation,  FBG1(1532.78 nm,Ȧ1), FBG2(1530.40 nm, Ȧ2), and 
FBG3(1535.00 nm, Ȧ3), new wavelengths at 1531.77 nm (Ȧa), 1532.78 nm (Ȧb), 1533.17 nm (Ȧc), 1533.77 nm (Ȧd), 
1534.25 nm (Ȧe), 1534.75 nm (Ȧf), 1531.65 nm (Ȧg), 1529.80 nm (Ȧh), 1531.55 nm (Ȧi) 
 
The explanation on FWM occurrence is derived from two formations; nondegenerate FWM and degenerate 
FWM. Formation of nondegenerate FWM emphasises on the existence of at least two incident waves that satisfy 
phase matching condition, thus enable to give energy for additional waves formation. Having the phase matching 
condition to occur, the later part of this paper described the relationship of FWM phenomenon. 
 
For nondegenerate FWM, the existence of a single incident wave at 1Z  and 2Z in addition of noise in the fibre at 
the wavelength, generates FWM as described below: 
 
4321 ZZZZ    (2) 
 
While, a degenerate FWM is a non linear process through combination of two pumps at respective wavelength 12Z  
and 2Z , which are confined to produce the following relationship:  
 
3212 ZZZ    (3) 
 
where, 3Z is the new formation of wavelength. 
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In other words, transfer of energy occurs from higher power wavelength, 12Z  to lower power wavelength, 2Z . 
Based on this experiment, the formations of FWMs are based from three FBGs combination with cascaded designed 
in sequence of reflectivity.  
 
Further formation of non degenerate is as follows;  
ihgfedcba ZZZZZZZZZZZZ   321  (4) 
 
where,  
1Z , 2Z  and 3Z are the signals generated by FBGs and aZ , bZ , cZ , dZ , eZ , fZ , gZ , hZ and iZ are signals 
generated due to FWM occurrence. 
 
Nondegenerate formations are as follows; 
cZZZZ   321  
cZZZZ   312  
eZZZZ   231  
eZZZZ   223  
hZZZZ   132  
hZZZZ   132  
 
And the formations of degenerate are as follows; 
 
aZZZ   312  
bZZZ   212  
dZZZ   322  
fZZZ   232  
gZZZ   122  
iZZZ   132  
 
A comparison was done based on equation (5) and (6) to further evaluate the differences between theory and 
experimental results on the positions of FWM or new wavelengths. Through Table 5.1, the agreement between 
theory and measured wavelengths of FWM is less than 0.6%.  
 
New Signal (Ȧ)   Measured, nm   Calculated, nm                  Ratio 
 
               Ȧa 
        
      1531.77             1530.56                          1.000791 
               Ȧb 
               Ȧc 
               Ȧd 
               Ȧe 
               Ȧf 
               Ȧg 
               Ȧh 
               Ȧi 
      1532.31             1535.56                          1.001860 
      1533.17             1528.18, 1528.18           1.002611 
      1533.77             1525.80                          1.005223 
      1534.25             1537.38, 1537.38           1.002040 
      1534.75             1539.60                          1.003160 
      1532.65             1528.02                          1.002376 
      1529.80             1532.62, 1532.62           1.001843 
      1532.55             1537.22                          1.003702 
Table 5.1  Comparison on differential of new signal between measured by Optical Spectrum 
Analyser(OSA) and calculated through equation (5) dan (6) 
(6) 
(5) 
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From equation (4), (5) and (6), the transformation of energy interactions in the cavity is nine times through the 
spectrum. This further verifies explanation by Xueming Lu et al [9]. Equations (7) and (8) below, explained that 
energy transfers between waves are nine times through the spectrum by assuming cba ZZZ || .  
 








1Z , 2Z  and 3Z are the signals generated by FBGs and aZ , bZ , cZ , dZ , eZ , fZ , gZ , hZ and iZ are signals 
generated due to FWM occurrence. 
 
From the succession of FWM generation, the next step is to determine the efficiency of the phenomenon based on 
equation (1). Simultaneously, uncertainty budget on the measurement set-up was evaluated based on Table 5.2. A 
model equation was formed based the influential components contributed during the measurement of FWM.     
 
Source of Uncertainty Standard Uncertainty Type A (%)  Standard Uncertainty Type B (%) 
 
 
Laser Source, Lref 
            
                                                                                  2.5% 
Fibre Optic Connector, Cp 
Stability, Ks 
Resolution, Routput 
Fibre Ring Laser Capability, Sc 
                                                                    0.8% 
  0.5 %                       
                                                                    0.003%              
                                                                    0.6% 
                                               
Table 5.2  List of contributors in FWM uncertainty, UcFWM 
 
An uncertainty model equation on FWM derived; 
                                               coutputspref SRKCLFWM                             (9) 
where; 
 FWM  is four wave mixing generation on the spectrum 
 Cp is the stability of laser source 
 Cp is repeatability of Fibre Optic Connector  
 Ks is measurement output of signal 
Routput is resolution of measurement output 
Sc is Fibre Ring Laser performance 
5. Conclusion 
As conclusion, Table 5.3 shows the efficiency and uncertainty value of FWM generated through PCF at 
zero dispersion at 1040nm. These components are vital information in FWM generation especially for the technique 
in measurement system. Uncertainty value does provide level of confidence based configuration used on the system 
set-up. 
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New Signal (Ȧ) Efficiency (%)           Expanded Uncertainty (±%) 














               12.75                                      4.9 
                 3.71                                      4.9 
                 5.88                                      4.9 
                 0.19                                      4.9 
                 0.12                                      4.9 
                 0.19                                      4.9 
                 0.22                                      4.9 
                 0.34                                      4.9 
Table 5.3 Efficiency and expanded uncertainty value on FWM phenomenon 
It also shows that FWM phenomenon has been generated successfully through FBGs configuration in enclosure 
cavity beyond zero dispersion of PCF.  The configurations are based on the performance of EDF output to enhance 
the effect of FWM phenomenon assisted by FBGs peak wavelengths. As a result, the visibility of FWM is clearly 
observed and the set up of the formation effectively stimulates FWM phenomenon through this combination of 
FBGs. This method provides additional applications of beyond zero dispersion PCF in the design of multi 
wavelength fibre lasers and also as an alternative tool in replacing near zero dispersion PCF.  
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